Performing Arts

PREP  Performing Arts

- Developing skills in the performance elements of dance, drama and music
- Identifying by sound and sight classroom percussion instruments
- Performing simple rhythm patterns using classroom instruments
- Preparing for Christmas with a range of Christmas songs, scores and plays

YEAR ONE  Performing Arts

- Developing Performing Arts skills in the elements of dance, drama and music
- Identifying by sound and sight classroom percussion instruments
- Developing skills in reading and performing simple beat and rhythm graphic notation using different a variety of classroom percussion instruments
- Developing improvisation skills through a range of drama games
- Preparing for Christmas with a range of Christmas songs, scores and plays

YEAR TWO  Performing Arts

- Further developing Performing Arts skills in the elements of dance, drama and music
- Identifying by sound and sight classroom percussion instruments
- Developing skills in reading and performing simple beat, rhythm and graphic notation using different a variety of percussion instruments
- Developing improvisation skills through a range of drama games
- Preparing for Christmas with a range of Christmas songs, scores and plays

YEAR THREE  Performing Arts

- Further developing Performing Arts skills in the elements of dance, drama and music
- Developing skills in reading and performing simple beat, rhythm and graphic notation using different a variety of percussion instruments
- Developing improvisation skills through a range of drama games
- Preparing for Christmas with a range of Christmas songs, scores, plays and simple recorder pieces

YEAR FOUR  Performing Arts

- Further developing Performing Arts skills in the elements of dance, drama and music
- Developing skills in reading and performing simple beat, rhythm and graphic notation using different a variety of percussion instruments
- Developing improvisation skills through a range of drama games
- Preparing for Christmas with a range of Christmas songs, scores, plays and simple recorder pieces
- Reflecting on own performance and that of others.
YEAR FIVE  Performing Arts

- Extending Performing Arts skills in the elements of dance, drama, media and music
- Developing and performing simple dramatic routines to display a range of emotions and scenarios
- Developing improvisation skills through a range of drama games
- Preparing for Christmas with a range of Christmas songs, scores, plays and simple instrumental pieces
- Reflecting on own performance and that of others.

YEAR SIX  Performing Arts

- Extending Performing Arts skills in the elements of dance, drama, media and music
- Developing and performing simple dramatic routines to display a range of emotions and scenarios
- Developing improvisation skills through a range of drama games
- Preparing for Christmas with a range of Christmas songs, scores, plays and simple instrumental pieces
- Reflecting on own performance and that of others.